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ABSTRACT definite interest, in terms of specific

impulse (2500 to 3000 s) and efficiency

This paper gives an overview of the (over 30%). A dedicated laboratory was

past and ongoing activities on Plasma built up at the time, including a Vacuum

Propulsion at SNIA BPD; they are mainly Facility and a Pulse Forming Network for

oriented towards the MPD propulsion and current pulse supply. A technique based

Arc.jet propulsion development. The future on time-of-flight probes was set-up for

activities in these fields are also the plasma jet velocity measurement, and

hriefly mentioned. further improved by means of a numerical
cross-correlation procedure.

INTROD!'TTION AND BACKGROUND In 1986 the Italian Research Council

(CNR/PSN) included MPD propulsion

Since the mid 60-ies SNIA BPD started activities in a research programme

developing its capabilities in the field encompassing various Space Propulsion

of space propulsion, where nowadays holds technologies; SNIA BPD was appointed for

a leadership position in Europe. In the coordinating the entire programme,

early eighties Ital. derided to conduct including the University activities. In

its first e.oloratory studies on the particular, Pisa and Rome Universities

mission potential of the Plasma were involved in modeling activities, and

Propulsion. A team leaded by SNIA BPD and prototypes and diagnostics development. In

inc-luding FIAR Company and Pisa and Rome the same frame, a thrust stand for direct

Universities conducted, under ESA impulse bit measurement was developed and

(ont nract a, system/trade-off study to set up at SNIA BPD.

: assess the potential and the feasibility The completion of the characteriza-

.I' NIPD propkulsion for the orbit raising of tion studies on solid-fed pulsed and QS

I r;.e payloads; the results, based on MPD thrusters, together with the deepening

'lisonale extrapolations of the current of onset phenomena by means of gas-fed

tec-hnologies, pointed out the enormous ring-anode devices, are two research lines

pa'load capability of an MPD propulsion within an ongoing multi-line programme

system in comparison with chemical also including basic studies on the so-

systems, in the order of 3:1. The called "Low Power" MPD thruster. The

.onstraints obviously following from the purpose of this last line is to assess the

adoption of this propulsion concept were: limit performance of gas-fed steady MPD

the availabilit.y of tens of kW ornboard the thrusters at the lower end of the input

pa. load and the prolonged mission times power range.

(several months). These results were The main research line within the

reofint-d in a subsquent feasibility study above mentioned ongoing programme, founded

,lrn for the AERTTAL[A's programme on through ESA by the Italian Government, is

large Plat forms for T/C )pa.loads: the MPD related with the development of advanced

:,ption ;was selected as the mid-term back- laboratory models of Arcjet Thrusters,

up of the baseline propulsion system featuring 1 N thrust and a flight-oriented

(bau:ed oni storable bipropellant configuration. This line will benefit by

t o. hn"I ogy). the results of another ongoing ESA

:n \ i.. of short.r erm appl i c.at ions , research programme, where a water cooled

'.,1 PD agreed . i th ESA on the arcjet device is being jointly developed

.ppi-t,, un. i I of starting the development of by SNIA BPD and the IRS of Stuttgart

A, l;iss -f r IPD hruster s tailored for University.

ti or ilir. propulsion missions, l imiting to The first year of the multi-line

i00 W~ l h overall power ,demnd. Therefore, programme said above is being devo.ted to

f, lt:II of teflon-fed NPD thrusters was the erection of a dedicated testing

g,,. ~o , manufactured and tested; the facility, provided, among others, with

istant;aneous thrust was selected at 100 very advanced optical diagnostics.

1. t, be oprated in Quasi-Steady ((S) The scenario of the SNIA B
PD

ntl, i. order to allow, i th feasibl,- 'ngagement in the field of Plasma

ct c..ls.., an average thrust of 10 to 20 Propulsion is collected in fig. 1; the

1A. The. tests or laborntory devices showed table includes also future activities,

th, ipos ibi ity o(f -onfiguration where the main line is represented by the

op t o *: ns le:,d n t . perf r'm;n:,- of development programme of a l-kl' Arc.et
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Propulsion System, to be negotiated with considerations of thrust density and
the just born Italian Space Agency (ASI); projected reliability.
after five years from the beginning, a
flight demonstration of the System will A further deepening of the
take place. applicability of the MPD Propulsion

concept to the orbit raising of more
specific payloads was conducted within the

SYSTEM STUDIES frame of an ESA sponsored AIT Contract on
"Shuttle Dedicated T/C Large

The first studies on MPD propulsion Platforms",/2/.
were conducted at SNIA BPD in 1980, in The theme consisted of defining the
cooperation with FIAR Company and Pisa and optimal propulsion system to raise from
Rome Universities, /1/. A preliminary LEO to GEO a number of T/C Payloads
assessment of the state of the art in this ranging from 4 to 5.7 tons at BOL and
field, followed by a detailed mission provided with 15 to 48 kW solar panels for
analysis and configuration study was GEO payload utilization, see fig. 5.
carried out; the reference mission, Solid, storable bipropellant and
assigned by ESA, was the LEO-to-GEO orbit cryogenic propulsion systems were
raising of a generic multi-ton spacecraft considered as chemical options, while Ion
(ML = 3000 to 20000 kg). The propulsion and MPD concepts were assumed as
technology was selected on the basis of electrical competitors.
mid-term feasibility (10 to 15 years): the In that case, besides the usual
Quasi-Steady MPD propulsion concept seemed strategy consisting of the LEO deployment
the most promising in this sense, of Solar Arrays to fly "electrically" from

The mission analysis was performed in LEO to GEO, a "hybrid" solution was also
a parametric way by means of an ad hoc explored: a "small" chemical system was
developed computer code: aerodynamic drag sized to provide the Van Allen Belt
and solar pressure effects were taken into overcoming with undeployed Solar Arrays,
account, as well as the earth shadowing; then an MPD propulsion system was assumed
the solar cells degradation during the Van for the final raising to GEO.
Allen Belts crossing was also modeled, in A simplified mathematical model was
order to provide realistic information built up for the parametric definition of
about the BOL conditions of the the mass and power breakdown among the
spacecraft. various subsystems; the solar cells

The principal figures assumed in the degradation was accounted for in terms of
study were: a thruster efficiency level of additional arrays to be installed on the
0.3 to 0.5, an overall electrical spacecraft, implying additional propellant
efficiency (thruster input / SA output) of not only for the orbit raising but also
0.8, a mass per unit power of 5 kg/kW for for the payload station keeping during the
the PFN, assumed to work at rep-rates of life.
1-2 pps, another 5 kg/kW for the PCU, and In fig. 6 the proposed orbit transfer
other more usual assumptions concerning propulsion module configuration is shown;
the remaining components of the system. the relevant mass breakdown vs. the

The mission duration was varied from specific impulse is represented in fig. 7,
150 to 300 days. An example of the study showing the in-LEO assembled mass (ML),
results is reported in fig. 2, where the the transfer vehicle mass (MTV), the
detailed spacecraft mass break-down vs propulsion system mass (MPD), and the
specific impulse is drawn. As shown, in propellant mass (MP); the upper curve set
this case the optimal specific impulse is refers to the required LEO power, to be
about 1500 s when the SA mass is totally installed on the S/C.
attributed to the propulsion system, with Fig. 8 illustrates two possible
a payload mass ratio of 40%; this figure "hybrid" transfer strategies: the orbit
raises to about 50% if the equivalent plane change is alternatively performed
undegraded SA mass is included in the during the "chemical" segment or during
payload, with an optimal specific impulse the "electric" one. The results of the
of about 1900 s. associated parametric study are presented

Fig. 3 shows a possible S/C in fig. 9: the in-LEO assembled mass is
configuration. plotted, for different transfer times,

The mission potential, in comparison against the "chemical mission fraction";
with other propulsion concepts, is the relevant mass breakdown is sketched in

represented in fig. 4: the payload mass fig. 10.
ratio, of about 15-30% with chemical The conclusive trade-off among the various
systems, jumps to about 50-60% with E.P. explored propulsion options resulted in
systems. As obvious, the possibility of selecting the MPD concept as the mid-term
using for propulsion purposes during the back-up solution, with respect to the
orbit transfer the SA of the geostationary preferred baseline, based on the storable
payload leads to a further raising of the bipropellant technology; the main reason
latter range. of this choice obviously resided in the

As shown, Ion Propulsion and MPD primitive development status of the MPD
Propulsion appear as substantially propulsion technology.
equivalent in terms of mission potential.

The Ion superiority in terms of The applicability of MPD propulsion
higher specific impulse and efficiency to less-power-demanding auxiliary
seemed to be potentially compensated by propulsion missions was also explored, in
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order to orient Lti initial laboratory the thruster; in fig. 17 the relevant
developments towards mid-term feasible schematic is presented. In such a '.ay the
targets. thrust averaged over a single shot has

A !O-vpars NSSK mission for a 2600 kg been deduced, founding a substantial
BOL mass geostationary satellite was agreement with inferred values.
assigned by ESA; the available electric Other testing improvements were also
power was limited to 600 W. implemented, like the development of a

The mission analysis and fiberglass Vacuum Chamber avoiding every
configuration study were carried out in electromagnetic interference effects
collaboration with the DTA of Pisa during pulsed operations.
University; in fig. 11 the selected
concept, based on Teflon-fed QS MPD Since the beginning Pisa and Rome
thrusters, /3/, is depicted. The major Universities played a
conclusions of the study, apparently significant role within the SNIA BPD E.P.
contrasting with the outcomes of the orbit programmes, providing scientific
raising mission studies described above, collaboration. Plasma diagnostics based on
were that increasing the specific impulse electrostatic and electromagnetic probes
over 3000 s is beneficial. The explanation were extensively developed at DMA of Rome
is straightforward. Both missions involve University, /6/, while DIA of Pisa
high total impulse requirements. But, in University developed theoretical models of
the case of orbit raising this follows various complexity, /6/. A first gas-fed
from a relatively short thrusting time, so prototype (see fig. 18) and the relevant
that the premium is rather placed on fast-acting valve were also recently
reducing the power/thrust ratio (i.e. the developed by this latter Institution
specific impulse). In NSSK applications, within the frame of a SNIA BPD coordinated
where the thrust level is very low, but programme, /6/.
thrusting times are extremely long, a Both Pisa and Rome Universities are
reduction of the overall propellant mass also currently engaged, within a multi-
becomes more important, implying higher line ESA programme, in the development of
values of specific impulse. advanced prototypes of gas fed and teflon

fed MPD thrusters to be operated in pulsed
or QS mode.

MIPD THRUSTER DEVELOPMENT

Following the outcomes of the above ARCJET THRUSTER DEVELOPMENT
described system studies, an experimental
activity was set-up, aimed at verifying The first SNIA BPD interests on the
the assumed performance ranges and MPD-Arcjet development date back to the
possibly establishing design criteria early '86, when a joint program with the

co-,,untirig for configuration and scale IRS of Stuttgart University was conceived
-rfcits, /3/. under the ESA auspices, /7/. The

Four fami lies of prototypes were collaboration with this outstanding
I,, igrd and manufactured, featuring Institution was evaluated by SNIA BPD as
diffe.rent geometries and scale (see fig. the most appropriate for starting that new
12). The selected propellant feeding research line. The first phase of the
system consisted of breech-fed teflon programme was agreed with ESA in order to
bars; a typical device assembly is shown develop a laboratory device allowing to
ir fig. 13. explore how the geometry and the

The various prototypes were installed propellant can affect the engine
and tested within a proper vacuum facility performance. The design point was fixed at

providing 1.OE-5 torr background pressure. 1 N thrust, while the specific impulse was
Current pulses ranging from 5 to 30 kA and expected in the range from 700 to 1000 s.
lasting up lto I ms were provided by means It was also agreed to explore the
of an ad hoc designed LC pulse forming upper end of the usual power range, in
network. order to study the hybrid regime where a

A typical thruster electric significant electromagnetic component of
char.cteristic is shown in Fig. 14. In the thrust could be exploited, besides the
order to have a first evaluation of the thermodynamic one. For this reason an
thruster performance, the velocity of the upper limit of 15 kW/\ was assumed.
iniTied component of the jet was me:sured The device conceived at IRS for this
with the classic time-of-fl ght tchnique, purpose is shown in fig. 19. It. consists
impro ve- b. moans of a proper cross- of a nozzle type connfiguration featuring a

co rrelat ion processing of the probes 2.5 mm constrictor cross-sectiun. Both

signals, /4/. Fig. 15 shows the results cathode base and anode are water cooled.

obtained w.ith one of the most promising The anode is composed of five segments

-onfigurations, while the next figure made of copper; each segment is insulated

slhoi.s the relevant trend of the specific from t.he others. This configuration

impulse, as inferred by means of a simple allows:
model, accounting for the gasdynamic a) to delimit a specific nozzle section as

component of the thrust, /5/. anode for the discharge attachment.

A step aheadi in the thruster This is done by electrically feeding
pr 'rmane harac er i zat ion has been only the selected segment(s);

ht at re. .r i t h the devel opment of a thrust b) to evaluate the thermal load

star, i , i i r asr - T'h . le h ' ,f distribution along the nozzle, by
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measuring the cooling water temperature The above described testing of the
increasing on each individual segment, arcjet thruster shall imply the

A further feature of the device availability of new facilities; these have
consists of the possibility of varying the been defined as described below and are
relative position of the thoriated currently being built up.
tungsten cathode tip with respect to the
constrictor inlet. Arcjet Test Facilities. The test

A first prototype has been alredy facilities required for carrying out the
manufactured at IRS, and the relevant new arcjet programme are basically consi-
testing is currently going on using argon sting of a vacuum plant, the arcjet power
as propellants; the first results are supply, the propellant feeding system and
reported in /8/. Hydrogen-nitrogen a laboratory management system.
mixtures shall also be tested.

A second prototype derived from the Vacuum Plant. The plant includes a 4 m
same concept is being manufactured at length stainless steel vacuum chamber with
SNIA BPD; besides the above mentioned a diameter of 1.6 m. In order to avoid
gases, the design will allow for chamber walls overheatings, a cooling
performance characterization with ammonia system is welded on the outer surface; it
and catalytically decomposed hydrazine as is composed of several independent water
propellant. circuits, allowing not to excessively

Another target of the same programme raise the feeding pressure, and at the
is the set up and experimental calibration same time to adapt the chamber cooling to
of a finite element thermal model to be the specific test conditions. The adopted
further employed in the arcjet design. solution is able to remove about 3 kW/m^2

A second phase aimed at developing a of power per unit area.
more advanced laboratory model of MPD- The pumping system is composed of a
Arcjet represents the main task within an four stages mechanical pumping group, with
ongoing multi-line ESA contract started at two WKP 25000 Roots pumps manufactured by
the beginning of '88 and planned to last BALZERS. The group is placed outside the
four years, /9/. laboratory and connected to the vacuum

The engine will be designed as a chamber through a pipe with a diameter of
radiation cooled, bell-shaped nozzle MPD- 800 mm. The system is characterized by a
arcjet; both cathode and anode will be pumping speed of 44,000 m^3/h. Those
made of thoriated tungsten. Also in this figures shall guarantee a reference
case, the ca-thode distance from the ammonia mass flow rate of 150 mg/s to be
constrictor will be variable, allowing to pumped out at a temperature of 300'K
define the most efficient configuration of A proper gas cooling system inside
the electrodes. the vacuum chamber is being considered, in

The arcjet will be fed with hydrogen- order to improve the pumping speed
nitrogen mixtures in order to simulate performance of the pumping system; in
ammonia and hydrazine composition; then, addition, a refrigerated diffuser, as
ammonia. and hydrazine will be used as adopted at JPL, /10/, shall be studied in
propellants. order to keep a 10 mTorr pressure level in

Two main activities will be carried the vicinity of the thruster. The current
out during the programme: a performance pumping system design allows for a further
mapping test activity and a life effective 50 % performance improvement
evaluation test activity, obtained by adding a third WKP 25000.

During the performance mapping tests,
the electrical behaviour (voltage vs Power Supply. The characteristics of the
current) and the thermal behaviour power supply might play a critical role in
(thermal loads, temperature distribution) the performance of the arcjet. The ripple
will be assessed for the thruster factor of the power supply has been
characterization. The thrust, the specific tentatively implicated in the formation of
impulse and the efficiency will be tungsten whiskers between cathode and
measured/computed to define the arcjet anode. Such whiskers might occasionally
performance. cause the short circuit of the arcjet. A

Special care will be taken in the Linde PCH-402DC power supply will be
characterization of the arcjet exhaust in available for the above described
terms of plasma parameters (composition, programme. A baseline adaptation,
species concentration, temperature and consisting of a series of ballast
velocity of "heavy" particles). These resistors and capacitors will be
measurements should allow a better implemented to protect the power supply
understanding of the energy transfer from sudden drops in voltage/load and to
processes and associated sources of energy reduce the ripple factor to about 0.5 %.
loss. Vaporized tungsten from cathode and
.anode as well as erosion phenomena of the Propellant Feeding System. The propellant
insulator will also be monitored. feeding system is designed to supply the

The life evaluation tests will be arcjet with either argon or ammonia or
organized in order to control electrodes hydrogen-nitrogen-ammonia mixtures or
erosion and thruster performance evolution hydrazine. The mixture composition will be
along the testing time. The tests will be chosen in such a way as to simulate the
performed for a cumulative testing time of catalytically decomposed hydrazine. The
500 hours with ammonia and hydrazine as mass flow rate can be chosen between 15
propellants. and 300 mg/s and the gas pressure upstream
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of the thruster can be varied from 0.5 to characterization. The thrust is
5.0 bars.The mass flow rate is controlled measured by a thrust balance (fig. 20),
by means of a mass flow controller with an derived from a design of IRS of Stuttgart
accuracy of ± 1% of full scale. The University; the balance has been developed
propellants to be used will be stored in within a joint Programme founded by ESA.
bottle pairs outside the laboratory. A The arcjet is mounted on a stainless steel
valve system is provided between each movable frame supported by means of six
cylinders pairs to allow endurance tests sharp "knives". The thrust is transmitted
without interruptions, as tension force via a stainless steel

wire to a load cell housed inside a water-
Laboratory Management System. The cooled box (fig. 21). The load cell has 6
organization of the test facility N full scale with a sensitivity of 0.1%.
described above, its continuous Two metallic rods, submerged into two
engagement required by arcjet endurance individual mercury-filled water-cooled
tests, and the planned use of ammonia and pools, allow the electrical feeding of the
hydrazine as propellants, impose the need thruster. A proper oil layer shall prevent
for continuously checking and monitoring mercury vapours presence within the vacuum
the operative parameters. This is done by chamber. The balance calibration can be
means of a programmable laboratory performed either outside or inside the
controller (PLC). The PLC (SIEMENS S5 vacuum chamber. The thrust is simulated by
115U) manages the following tasks: (1) the a weight on a plate; the inside
starting of the experiment after verifying calibration is carried out before and
the safety requirements; (2) the checking after each test, in order to take into
of the operative parameters during the account a possible zero drift of the
execution of the experiments; (3) the sensor due to the temperature.
starting of safety procedures anytime an
alarming operation is detected and (4) the
ending of the test. Spectrometric Diagnostic. The

spectrometric diagnostic system has been
Data Acquisition System (DAS). The DAS has designed to carry out measurements of the
been sized in order to fulfil two plasma parameters, like concentrations,
different requirements: a relatively low temperatures and velocities of the
sampling rate, coupled with a quite large different species inside the thruster
mass storage, for the monitoring and exhaust.
recording of quasi-steady parameters The selected spectrometric technique
(temperatures, pressures, thrust, etc.); a will consist of analysing the light
quite high sampling rate, to be used to spontaneously emitted by the plasma; other
detect and analyse transient phenomena "active" techniques, involving the use of
occuring during the arcjet testing. For ring lasers, have been deemed as
instance, tungsten whiskers bridging the unnecessary. A short discussion follows,
cathode and the anode and causing a short explaining the selected approach.
circuit can occur during arcjet operation. A spectrometric diagnostics allows to
A dedicated instrument will be used to analyse the frequency content of the
monitor and control the associated voltage electromagnetic radiation coming from the
transients, plasma jet, /11/. As known, the spectrum

Therefore, the DAS is composed of: of the light emitted by a gas, ideally
assumed as "cold" and "at rest", shows

a HP 3852S with 5 J to 3 J digit peaks at some frequencies that are
integrating voltmeter with a sampling characteristic of the atomic species
rate of 360 Hz at the highest existing within the gas. When considering
resolution, the real situation , for example:

particles having thermic motions and
A double-channel HP 5180A transient flowing within a jet, the position within
recorder, interfaced to the HP 3852S. the spectrum and the shape of these peaks
The transient recorder has a timebase will change. Then the frequency analysis
of up to 20 MHz. performed on the surroundings of the

characteristic frequencies gives
The transient signal is also sent to a information about the conditions of the
monitor (HP 1332A) for its shape view. emitting species.

The DAS is programmed by a HP Series Assuming the frequency f near one of the
300 computer that also stores the raw data characteristic frequencies f. of hydrogen
and computes the thrust, the specific or nitrogen atoms/ions, the number Nlf) of
impulse and efficiency and monitors the photons emitted per second, per unit
operational parameters. volume and within the unit solid angle in

the generic direction n is:
Thruster Diagnostics. This diagnostics is
conceived i-n order to measure thruster' - -
operative parameters. In particular, 2*K = [ - - L

thrust, current and voltage at the arcjet -2,K* c

terminals, propellant mass flow rate, where:
temperature of the thruster, arcjet
discharge chamber pressure, nozzle exit N. is the number of photons per second
pressure, vacuum chamber pressure shall be emitted in the transition relevant
measured for thruster operation the characteristic frequency f ;
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c is the velocity of the light; the volume focalized inside the plasma jet
M is the atomic weight of the species; in x, y, z directions, and for rotations
K is the Boltzmann constant; of the direction of the collection.
T is the temperature of the species; The frequency analyzer is a double-pass
f. is the characteristic frequency of monochromator in the Fastie-Ebert

the transition under consideration; configuration. This monochromator enables
S is the velocity of the species; the frequency analysis within a range from

n is the unit vector of a generic 230 nm to 900 nm, with a resolution of
direction. 0.024 cm^-l and a free spectral range of

2000 cm^-l. It has been preferred with
The eq. (1) can be synthetically rewritten respect to a Fabry-Perot interferometer,
as: due to performance, flexibility and user

friendliness considerations. The main
N(f) = N.L(f) (2) limitation of a Fabry-Perot interferometer

is its small "free spectral range"; for
where L(f) is the normalized "line instance, a mirror distance of 4 mm is
profile", resulting: needed to allow a resolution like the one

of the monochromator in consideration.
L(f)df = 1 (3) With such a mirror distance the free

spectral range of the Fabry-Perot is only
The quantity N. can be written as: 1.5 cm^-l. If the spectral lines are

1 1 significantly broadened, the free spectral
N = c - -- (4) range is a request as important as the

4n r resolution. As a rule, the free spectral
where: range must be two or three time the width

of the spectral line under analysis.
c is the concentration of the species x The spectrometric system has been

involved in the considered equipped with a personal computer in order
transition; to ease the data reduction and analysis.

Q is the plasma density; In particular, suitable numerical
T is the transition characteristic procedures shall be set up and applied to

time. the measured integrated quantities to
obtain the local ones. In fact, as fig. 23

N is the plasma emissivity by shows with reference to a plasma section
means of which the species concentration perpendicular to the jet axis, the number
can be derived when the transition time is of photons collected in the direction of
known, /12/. observation J parallel to the y-axis at

On the other hand, eq.(l) shows that the station k on the x-axis, comes from
the line profile L(f) is a gaussian with the contributes of each element in the J
the maximum at the frequency: direction. So, the relevant integrated

v x n quantity that will be directly measured
f = f ( + -- ) (5) is:c

The shift of the characteristic (f) = ( ,yi ,f)dy = ~( N(k,i,f)S6y
frequency f depends on the component of N(k ,i) F(T(k,i),v(k,i)x )f6y (7
the vector velocity v in the direction n.
When the emitted photons are collected by In eq.(7) the local emissivities
means of a detector, the direction is Nj(k,i) will be easily obtained by means
fixed by the straight line joining the of the Abel inversion after integration
emitting volume and the detector, of N,(f) along the frequency. The local

The gaussian profile has a "half width temperatures T(i,k) and velocity
half maximum" df components -(i,k) T will be computed
given by: throuh procedures similar to the Abel

KT I inversion, /13/, or through other
dAf = f,"'(2 ln2) --- (6) numerical methods being currently

MCI developed. Once known the local
The line profile is gaussian when the emissivities, the temperature distribu-

Doppler (thermal) broadening is the main tions and the velocity components
effect. While this is true for nitrogen, perpendiculer to the jet axis, the axial
in the case of hydrogen lines the Stark component of the velocity shall be deter-
effect contribution cannot be neglected mined by means of analogous techniques
uInless in presence of low electronic applied to a series of measurements taken

concentritions), leading to non-gaussian on a plume section not perpendicular to
shnpes. The spectrometric system the jet axis.
designed to measure the plasma parameters The possibility of introducing a real
is sketched in fig. 22. The system is spatial resolution, without the need for
mounted on an antivibration table and is active laser techniques, is currently
composed of: a system of optics to collect being investigated at SNIA-BPD, in
and focalize the light coming from the collaboration with the Physics Department
volume under investigation of the plasma of Rome University; this should avoid the
jet, a frequency analyzer, a photon- described "heavy" data treatment, allowing
counting chain, a personal computer, a better mapping of the jet
The collecting optics system is completely characteristics by means of more direct
mot 'or izd, all o ing far translations of measurements.
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